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27 Feng Shui Tips for your Business

9 Tips for Office Environment

1. First Impressions – Step outside your office and ask yourself, “What does your entrance
say about you?” Do you like the first impressions? What can you do to spice it up?

2. Keep a bell on your desk – Ringing a bell will dissipate stressful energy in the office and
can be used to celebrate every small victory!

3. Remove sharp objects from the desk – Letter openers are handy, but these can case
friction with those with whom you wish to do business, at your desk or in your office.
Keep such objects and anything sharp in a safe and contained location.

4. Bring living, flowing energy to your desk - a fishbowl, flowers in a vase, plant or kinetic
motion object boost energy.

5. Surround yourself with art that uplifts and inspires!

6. Natural lighting is the best Feng Shui! You can buy full-spectrum bulbs for your desk or
office and provide yourself and your clients with a healing energy.

7. Invite in the chi with live plants or flowers. Living plants give off a positive energy that is
infectious and healthy. If you don’t have a green thumb, you can always hire a
professional to keep up the plants in the office. Fresh flowers are beautiful, just be certain
that when they start to fade, they are given a proper burial!

8. Declutter! Simple as it sounds every extra stack of papers or items distracts your energy
from productivity.  Keep filing cabinets closed and hire someone to assist you if you
need, but keep clutter to a minimum.

9. Be sure that there is nothing behind the door that blocks it from opening completely. We
want the energy to come in and feel free to come all the way in! Any items blocking the
door will restrict the amount of energy (and prosperity) flow into your office.
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9 Tips for your Desk

1. Take a look at your desk and ask, “What does your desk say about you?” Observe it from
a "stranger's" perspective. Would you feel comfortable sitting across from you at the
desk?

2. Solid wood desks are best with enclosed sides and back. Think support! A glass-top
doesn’t provide the same solid support but you can add a desk mat below your work area
to create the feeling of support.

3. Position the desk so that you can clearly see the door without being in its path. If you
can’t move the desk to see the door, position a reflective object (mirror or similar) such
that you can easily see what’s coming from behind you.

4. Got a favorite pen? Get one! And save it for special occasions!

5. The higher the back of the chair the more support and authority you have over your
business. Be certain your chair is in good working condition and provides you with the
support you wish to energetically have in your business.

6. Do not keep an open lid trashcan under the desk as this energetically turns the whole desk
into a trash funnel. Ideally, place the bin behind you and/or get a trashcan with a lid.

7. Having your back to a solid wall is the best situation. Having your back to window is ok
if it is at least 4 feet or further, and ideally you can close the window in the darker hours
as energy escapes at night rather than pouring in as it does in the day.

8. Tie back the cords! The less cords visible the better, and the more organized they are, the
better.

9. Keep the pathway directly in front of you across your desk open to invite the person you
are doing business with to share with you.
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9 Tips for Increasing Success
1. Leave space in your file cabinets (even if you have to put some in storage) to create space

for new business. The universe doesn’t like empty space and will fill it!

2. Who had your office, your desk, your chair before you? Their success and effectiveness
at work could influence yours. If you have a choice, pick someone’s who was promoted!
If you don’t have a choice, deep clean the space and object before you use it. Ring a bell
often here too!

3. Dress up! We all enjoy working from home in our pajama’s, but save the pleasure of it
for special occasions and make an effort to get yourself in a professional state of mind by
dressing up, even if it is just for yourself. And pay attention to the color of your clothes –
the color will affect your mood, emotions and energy throughout the day.

4. Breathe. Yes, I said it! When I was a desk jockey, I kept a yellow sticky note on top of
my computer screen with the word “breathe” on it to remind me to take a break every
now and again and take deep breaths!!!

5. In Feng Shui, we like to keep water near the entrance, ideally, a strong up-lifting energy
such as a fountain, but a fishbowl or water vase will work as well. Water equals money,
so bring it in!

6. Be certain that your company name, address and entrance are easily identifiable and
accessible to even the most easily lost among us!

7. Feng Shui trick to increase clientele: talk to 9 strangers each day for 9 days – anyone,
anywhere, but you cannot ask for anything or complain and must exchange names.

8. Create a place for your customer to sit and easily put their things down and feel welcome.

9. Separate personal and work life as much as possible – a few photos of loved ones can be
inspiring, but too many can be distracting. If you have a home-office, keep the home
separate from the office!


